[Digital vibration syndrome and carpal tunnel syndrome: possible neurophysiological differences?].
Workers using vibrating tools are exposed to vascular and nervous symptoms called vibration syndrome (VS); moreover, the same subjects show increased prevalence of possible carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS). To determine the diagnostic criteria of both syndromes, we studied clinical and neurophysiological signs and differences in 18 patients with VS and in 18 with CTS; neither group had any other pathologic symptoms. Clinical symptoms clearly distinguished the 2 groups of patients: Raynaud's phenomena were mainly observed in patients with VS (83% of cases), whereas Tinel's sign was found exclusively in patients with CTS (56% of cases). Neurophysiological results were qualitatively similar in both patients groups compared to control group results, showing a significant decrease in median motor and sensory nerve conduction velocities (NCV), a significantly higher motor distal latency and a lower nerve action potential amplitude. These group results and the scattering of interindividual results did not allow us to classify any given patient in one group or the other. Nevertheless, statistical analysis showed differences between the 2 patient groups: median abnormalities were more severe, especially as revealed by the abductor pollicis brevis electromyogram, in patients with CTS, whereas ulnar motor distal latency and motor and sensory NCV were abnormal, exclusively in 50% of patients with VS. These results lend support to the assumption that the mechanical and vascular mechanisms responsible for lesions in both groups of patients may differ in nature or occur in a different sequence.